CALLING ALL
COMMUNITIES
OF PRACTICE

You are Invited to a Leadership Roundtable

Oct. 23, 2015 • Provincial Professional Development Day • UBC Robson Conference Centre • 8:30 AM – 2:30 PM

BUILDING SCHOOL CAPACITY
TO SUPPORT STUDENT SUCCESS

Creating Quality Learning Environments Through a Self-Regulation Lens
CALL TO ACTION:
WHEN WILL WHAT WE KNOW CHANGE WHAT WE DO?
As teacher leaders and school & district
administrators, we know it’s time to “Go-Deeper”
and build capacity through communities of practice
that nurture innovation and best practice to support
every child every day.

We Learn Best
With and from Each Other...
Join colleagues at Vancouver’s Robson Square
Conference Center (across from the new Nordstroms)
for a day of shared learning, emerging researchbased practices, professional dialog, and networking.
Connect with Colleagues
Hear Stories of Success and Challenge in the
self-regulation framework
Engage – with skilled practitioners, as they
share their resources and approaches to
creating a self-regulated learning environment

WHO IS THIS FOR?
Teacher leaders and school & district administrators.

Registration Fee:

$165 +GST = $173.25 (includes lunch)

Early Bird Rate: 		

$140 +GST = $147.00 (includes lunch)

Early Bird Deadline:

Sept. 30, 2015

CLICK HERE
TO REGISTER

ACTIVATE...
ENGAGE...

IMPLEMENT.

Supporting
success through
strategic approaches
to a self-regulation
framework.

LEADING PROFOUND CHANGE
Through the Lens of Self-Regulation

Program
08:30 am - 09:30 am

A Call to Action
Moving beyond words and theories into meaningful change
through a self-regulation lens at the classroom, school & district
levels

09:30 am - 10:00 am

Table Talk and Break

10:00 am - 11:00 am

Case Studies:
Successful Launching of Self-Regulation in a School or District
Sharing practices that take us from where we are
to where we want to go

11:00 am - 11:30 am

Participant Responses & Questions

11:30 am - 12:15 pm

Lunch

12:15 pm - 01:00 pm

Changing the Conditions to Enhance Learning for Every Child
Specific proactive and responsive strategies so that kids who
are struggling with dysregulation can be supported to create a
“new normal” - one that is positive, productive and joyful.

01:00 pm - 01:45 pm

Youth Mental Health & Self-Regulation
What we need to do to connect the dots so that resources are
well aligned and have maximum effectiveness for the individual
and the overall school environment.

01:45 pm - 02:30 pm

Next Steps:
Commitment to Action and Priorities for Support

02:30 pm

Closure

